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Abstract. We propose a two-step method for detecting human heads
and estimating face orientations under the dynamic environment. In the
ﬁrst step, the method employs an ellipse as the contour model of humanhead appearances to deal with wide variety of appearances. Our method
then evaluates the ellipse to detect possible human heads. In the second step, on the other hand, our method focuses on features, such as
eyes, the mouth or cheeks, inside the ellipse to model facial components.
The method evaluates not only such components themselves but also
their geometric conﬁguration to eliminate false positives in the ﬁrst step
and, at the same time, to estimate face orientations. In the both steps,
our method employs robust image-features against lighting conditions
in evaluating the models. Consequently, our method can correctly and
stably detect human heads and estimate face orientations even under the
dynamic environment. Our intensive experiments show the eﬀectiveness
of the proposed method.

1

Introduction

Automatically detecting and tracking people and their movements is important
in many applications such as in– and out-door surveillance, distance learning,
or interfaces for human-computer interaction [2, 4, 6–9]. In particular, the human face is a key object of interest for visual discrimination and identiﬁcation. A tremendous amount of researches has been made for detecting human
heads/faces and for recognizing face orientations/expressions (see [3, 20] for surveys). Most existing methods in the literatures, however, focus on only one of
these two. Namely, methods to detect human heads/faces (see [1, 12, 16, 17, 21],
for example) do not estimate orientations of the detected heads/faces, and methods to recognize face orientations/expressions (see [10, 13–15, 18], for example)
assume that human faces in an image or an image sequence have been already
segmented.
To build a fully automated system that recognizes human faces from images,
it is essential to develop robust and eﬃcient algorithms to detect human heads
and, at the same time, to identify face orientations. Given a single image or a
sequence of images, the goal of automatic human-face recognition is to detect
human heads/faces and estimate their orientations regardless of not only their
positions, scales, orientations, poses, but also individuals, background changes
and lighting conditions.
This paper proposes a two-step method for detecting human heads and, at
the same time, for estimating face orientations by a monocular camera under the

dynamic environment. In the both steps, we employ models of the human-head
contour and face orientations to enhance robustness and stableness in detection.
We also introduce model evaluation with only image-features robust against
lighting conditions, i.e., the gradient of intensity and texture.
In the ﬁrst step, our method employs an ellipse as the contour model of
human-head appearances to deal with wide variety of appearances. The ellipse
is constructed from one ellipsoid based on the camera position with its angle
of depression in the environment. Our method then evaluates the ellipse over
a given image to detect possible human heads. In evaluation of an ellipse, two
other ellipses are generated inside and outside of the ellipse, and the gradient of
intensity along the perimeter of the three ellipses is used for accurate detection
of human-head appearances.
In the second step, on the other hand, our method focuses on facial components such as eyes, the mouth or cheeks to construct inner models for faceorientation estimation. Based on the camera position with its angle of depression, our method projects the facial components on the ellipsoid onto the ellipse
to generate inner models of human-head appearances. Our method then evaluates not only such components themselves but their geometric conﬁguration
to eliminate false positives in the ﬁrst step and, at the same time, to estimate
face orientations. Here the Gabor-Wavelets ﬁlter, which is veriﬁed its robustness
and stableness against changes in scale, orientation and illumination, is used in
detecting features representing the facial components.
Consequently, our method can correctly and stably detect human heads and
estimate face orientations even under the dynamic environment such as illumination changes or face-orientation changes. Our intensive experiments using
a face-image database and real-situation images show the eﬀectiveness of the
proposed method.

2

Contour model for human-head appearances

The model-based approach is inevitable to enhance stableness against dynamic
changes in environment. This is because features detected from images without
any models often generate false positives in recognition.
2.1

Human head and its appearances

Human beings have almost the same contour in shape of the head and an ellipse approximates the appearance of the contour. These observations remain
invariant against changes in face orientation. We, therefore, model the contour
of human-head appearances by the ellipse [1, 12, 16].
An ellipse has ﬁve parameters in the image (Fig. 1): the 2D coordinates of
the ellipse center, the length of the semiminor axis, the oblateness, and the slant
of the ellipse.
These parameters of the ellipse change depending on the angle of depression
of a camera even though human heads are in the same pose. In particular, the
change in oblateness is outstanding. To investigate this change in oblateness,
we introduce an ellipsoid to the human-head model in 3D. We assume that the
ellipsoid is represented in the world coordinates by
x2 + y 2 +

z2
= 1,
r2

(2.1)
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Fig. 1. Geometric model of human head appearances.

where r ≥ 1. We then derive an ellipse as the contour model of human-head
appearances depending on the angle of depression of the camera (Fig. 2).
When we set up a camera with any angle of depression, the ellipsoid (2.1) is
observed as an ellipse. The length of the semiminor axis of the ellipse is always
one. The length of the semimajor axis, on the other hand, is between one and r
depending on the angle of depression of the camera.
Now we determine the oblateness, r (1 ≤ r ≤ r), of the ellipse observed by a
camera with ϕ angle of depression providing that the distance of the camera position from the ellipsoid is large enough (Fig. 3). We consider the ellipse obtained
through the projection of (2.1) onto the xz−plane and its tangential line . We
see that the ellipse, the projection of (2.1) onto the xz−plane, is represented by
z2
= 1.
r2
Let its tangential line with slant ϕ from the x−axis be
x2 +

z = sin ϕx + b,

(2.2)

(2.3)

where b is the z-intercept. Combining (2.2) and (2.3), we can compute b. We
then have the coordinates of their contact point, from which it follows that

r4 + tan2 ϕ

r =
.
r2 + tan2 ϕ
This relates ϕ, i.e., the angle of depression of the camera, with r , i.e., the
oblateness of the ellipse representing the contour of human-head appearances.
We dynamically compute the oblateness of the ellipse from the camera position
based on this relationship.
2.2

Evaluation of contour model

When we are given an ellipse in the image, how to evaluate the goodness of the
ellipse to recognize as a human-head appearance is a tough issue. Employing
image features invariant under the dynamic changes in environment is indispensable. We employ, in this paper, the gradient of intensity in evaluating the
ellipse to obtain not a human-head appearance itself but an applicant of humanhead appearances. This is because the gradient of intensity is robust against
illumination changes.
When we ﬁt an ellipse to the contour of a human-head appearance, we have
the following observations (Fig. 4):
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Fig. 2. Human-head model.

Fig. 3. Projection of the ellipsoid
onto the xz−plane.

Fig. 4. The (red) ellipse representing a human-head appearance.

– Great gradient magnitude of intensity at the ellipse perimeter.
– Continuous changes in intensity along the ellipse perimeter except for the
boundary between hair and skin.
– Continuous changes in intensity from just inside the ellipse.
We thus evaluate a given ellipse in three diﬀerent ways. One is evaluation on
the gradient magnitude of intensity at the perimeter of the ellipse. Another is
evaluation on intensity changes along the perimeter of the ellipse and the other
is evaluation on intensity changes from the adjacent part inside the ellipse. Introducing these three aspects in evaluation of an ellipse results in more accurately
and more robustly obtaining applicants of human-head appearances.
For evaluating an ellipse, we construct two other ellipses (Fig. 5). One is a
smaller size ellipse with the identical center and the other is a larger size ellipse
with the identical center. In Fig. 5, the red ellipse is to be evaluated and the blue
ellipse is the smaller size one and the green is the larger size one. We denote by
orbit(i) the intensity of the intersection point of the (red) ellipse to be evaluated
and ray i whose end point is the ellipse center. We remark that we have N rays
with the same angle-interval and they are sorted by the angle from the horizontal
axis in the image. outer(i) and inner(i) are deﬁned in the same way for the cases
of the larger size ellipse (green ellipse) and the smaller size ellipse (blue ellipse),
respectively.
We now have the following function evaluating the (red) ellipse.
f (p) = k

N
1 
{G(i) − O(i) − I(i)} ,
N i=1

(2.4)

where p is the parameter vector representing the red ellipse and
G(i) = |outer(i) − orbit(i)|,

(2.5)
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Fig. 5. Evaluation of the ellipse (red: the ellipse to be evaluated).

O(i) = |orbit(i) − orbit(i − 1)|,
I(i) = |orbit(i) − inner(i)|.

(2.6)
(2.7)

Note that k is the constant making the value dimensionless [1]. (2.5), (2.6), and
(2.7) evaluate the gradient magnitude of intensity at the ellipse perimeter, intensity changes along the ellipse perimeter and intensity changes from just inside
the ellipse, respectively. Ellipses having a small value of (2.4) are then regarded
as applicants of human-head appearances.
In the next section, we evaluate the applicants of human-head appearances
based on features inherent in the human face to recognize as a human-head
appearance and, at the same time, to identify the face orientation.

3
3.1

Inner models for face orientations
Facial components

Eyebrows, eyes, the mouth, the nose and cheeks are the features inherent in
the human face. Here we focus on eyes, the mouth and cheeks, and characterize
textures around such facial components. We remark that textures are robust
against illumination changes.
In oriental countries, we observe around eyes (1) a dark area due to eyebrows,
(2) a bright area due to eyelids, and (3) a dark area due to the pupil. These are
observations along the vertical direction of the human face and these characterize the texture of an eye area. We also observe that the eye area is symmetrical
with respect to the pupil. As for an area around the mouth, on the other hand,
we observe (1) a bright area due to the upper lip, (2) a dark area due to the
mouth, and (3) a bright area due to the lower lip. In addition, the mouth area
is also symmetrical with respect to the vertical center of the face. These observations characterize the texture of a mouth area. We see no complex textures in
a cheek area. These observations are almost invariant and stable under changes
in illumination, in face-orientation and in scale.
The geometric conﬁguration of the facial components, i.e., the relative position between eyes, the mouth and cheeks is also invariant. Combining the characteristic of textures of the facial components with their geometric conﬁguration
enables us to recognize human heads/faces.
For each applicant of human-head appearances, we detect the facial components with their geometric conﬁguration to verify whether it is a human-head
appearance. We remark that we can easily identify the scale in detecting facial
components since we have already obtained applicants of human-head appearances in terms of ellipses.
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Fig. 6. Gabor kernels.

3.2

Detecting facial components using Gabor-Wavelets

In detecting facial feature points described in the previous section, the GaborWavelets ﬁlter is most promising in robustness and stableness against illumination changes [5, 11, 13, 14, 19]. We thus use Gabor-Wavelets to extract the facial
feature points, eyes, the mouth and cheeks, as a set of multi-scale and multiorientation coeﬃcients.
Applying the Gabor-Wavelets ﬁlter to a point (x0 , y0 ) of a given image f (x, y)
can be written as a convolution

dxdyf (x, y)G(x − x0 , y − y0 , σ, ω, φ)
ψ(x0 , y0 , σ, ω, φ) =
with Gabor kernel G(x, y, σ, ω, φ)s where G is formulated [11] by
−1

G(x, y, σ, ω, φ) = κe 4πσ2 (x̃
Here

  
 
x̃
cos φ sin φ
x
=
,
ỹ
− sin φ cos φ
y

2

κ=

+ỹ 2 ) jω x̃

e

1
4π 2 σ2 ,

.

j=

√
−1.

σ, ω, φ are the parameters representing the scale, frequency and orientation, respectively. Note that (x̃, ỹ) is obtained by rotating image point (x, y) by φ.
Figure 6 shows an example of a set of Gabor-Wavelets. (a) is the real part of
the Gabor kernel with σ = 3.0, ω = 0.5o , φ = 0o , and (b) is the kernels with the
same scale, diﬀerent orientations and frequencies.
We can selectively apply the Gabor-Wavelets ﬁlter to particular locations.
In addition, we can easily specify scales, frequencies, and orientations in the application of the Gabor-Wavelets ﬁlter. In other words, we can apply the GaborWavelets ﬁlter to speciﬁc regions in the image, i.e., pre-obtained applicants of
human-head appearances, with selective parameters in scale, frequency, and orientation to extract a feature vector. This is because we have already detected
such applicants of human-head appearances in terms of ellipses (we have already
roughly estimated a size of a human-head appearance). This reduces the computational cost in recognizing human-head appearances in the practical sense.
We characterized in Section 3.1 textures around eyes and the mouth along
the vertical direction of the human face. To detect these textures we only have
to select the parameters in the Gabor-Wavelets ﬁlter so that the ﬁlter detects
the textures along the semimajor axis of the ellipse. Points with maximal values
in the response ellipse-region can be eyes and those with minimal values can be
a mouth. The area with no singularity, on the other hand, can be cheeks.
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Fig. 7. Geometry in deriving an inner model.

3.3

Inner models of head appearances with facial components

We construct here inner models of human-head appearances based on the ellipsoid (2.1). As shown in Fig. 2, area Ri on the ellipsoid denoting a facial component such as an eye or a mouth is projected onto the plane when it is viewed
from the camera with direction (θ, ϕ), where θ is the rotation angle toward the
camera from the front of the face and ϕ is the angle of depression of the camera.
The projected area then enables us to identify the location of the facial component in the human-head appearance. Hence, we can construct the inner models
of human-head appearances. We remark that we can measure ϕ in advance when
we set up a camera in the environment.
We consider plane S that goes though the origin and whose normal vector is
identical with the viewing line of the camera (Fig. 7). Let D = (k, l, m) be the
unit normal vector of plane S. S is then expressed by kx + ly + mz = 0. It is
easy to see that k, l and m are expressed in terms of θ and ϕ:
k = cos ϕ cos θ,

l = cos ϕ sin θ,

m = sin ϕ.

Letting p be the foot of the perpendicular from a 3D point P onto S, we can
easily relate P and p by
 
XS
p=
P.
Y
S

Here X 
S , Y S are the orthogonal unit vectors in 3D representing the coordinates
in S:
⎛
⎛
⎞
⎞
−k
l
1
⎝ −k ⎠ , Y S = √ m
⎝ −l ⎠ .
XS = √
1 − m2
1 − m2 1−m2
0
m

In this way, when depression angle ϕ and rotation angle θ are speciﬁed, we
can project a facial area of the ellipsoid onto the image plane to obtain an inner
model of the human-head appearance that represents the facial components with
their geometric conﬁguration.
Figure 8 shows the inner models of human-head appearances with ϕ = 0
(upper: θ = 0o , 30o , 60o , 90o , lower: θ = 180o , 270o, 300o , 330o ). R1 and R2 denote
the eye areas. R3 denotes the mouth area, and R4 and R5 denote the cheek areas.
To the response ellipse-region of the Gabor-Wavelets ﬁlter, we apply the inner
model matching to detect human-head appearances and face orientations. To be

R1 R2 R5
R4
R3

Fig. 8. Inner models of human-head appearances with the facial components.

more concrete, if we ﬁnd eyes, a mouth and cheeks in a response ellipse, we then
identify that the ellipse is a human-head appearance and that the orientation of
the matched inner-model is the face orientation of the appearance. Otherwise,
we identify that the ellipse is not a human-head appearance and eliminate the
ellipse.

4

Algorithm

Based on the above discussion, we describe here the algorithm for detecting
human-head appearances with face orientations. To reduce the computational
cost in generating applicants of human-head appearances, we introduce the
coarse-to-ﬁne sampling of the parameters representing ellipses. Namely, we ﬁrst
coarsely sample points in the parameter space for the ellipse and then minutely
sample the area around the points that are selected based on plausibility of the
human-head appearance.
Step 1: Capture an image.
Step 2: Search applicants of human heads in the image.
2.1: Randomly sample points in the parameter space representing the ellipses
that are generated from (2.1); let {pi } be the sampled set.
2.2: Evaluate each entry of {pi } by (2.4); let {pi∗ } be the set of samples
whose scores of f in (2.4) are less than a given threshold.
2.3: More minutely sample points in the area around each entry of {pi∗ } and
let {p∗j } be the sampled set. (Note that {p∗j } is applicants of human-head
appearances.)
Step 3: To each entry of {p∗j }, generate inner models of human-head appearances.
Step 4: Apply the Gabor-Wavelets ﬁlter to each entry of {p∗j } to detect facial
feature points.
Step 5: To each p∗j , apply the matching with the corresponding inner models.
Step 6: If p∗j matches one of its corresponding inner models with a high score,
then recognize p∗j as a human-head appearance and the face orientation as
that of the matched inner-model. If p∗j does not match any of its corresponding inner models with a high score, then eliminate p∗j .

5

Experimental evaluation

A. Evaluation on face orientations using a face-image database
We ﬁrst evaluated our algorithm using a face-image database. The database
contains face images of 300 persons with the ages ranging uniformly from 15 years

(a) side view

(b) top view

Fig. 10. Sample images of the face-image
Fig. 9. Parameters in obtaining a face- database (with 0o of depression).
image database.
Table 1. Recognition accuracy for diﬀerent face orientations (%).
angles of depression
0o
15o
30o
45o

face orientations
o

0
84.7
64.7
23.7
17.7

o

30
86.3
86.3
75.3
61.7

60o
83.7
75.3
70.3
51.0

90o
31.0
27.7
14.0
16.0

180o
97.0
97.7
99.0
94.7

270o
34.7
21.0
10.0
8.3

300o
80.0
71.7
51.0
27.0

330o
79.3
71.7
51.7
27.0

old to 65 years old including men and women. Each person is taken his/her face
images from diﬀerent directions as shown in Fig. 9. To each face image in the
database, attached is the ground truth of the direction from which the image is
taken.
We used 9600(= 32 × 300) face images in the database where 32 directions
are used in taking images of each person: the angles of depression of the camera
were ϕ = 0o , 15o , 30o , 45o and the rotation angles with respect to the horizontal
axis, i.e., face orientations, were 0o , 30o , 60o , 90o , 180o , 270o , 300o , 330o. Fig. 10
shows samples of the face images of one person in the database.
We applied our algorithm to the 9600 images to detect face orientations.
Table 1 shows the recognition rates of the estimated face-orientations.
Table 1 shows that face orientations are in general recognized with high
scores. We see low accuracy in orientations with 90o and 270o. This is because
one eye and one cheek do not appear in the face with such orientations and
thus the inner model matching becomes unstable. We also see that accuracy
becomes higher as the angle of depression of the camera becomes smaller. The
small angle of depression of the camera means that the face is captured from the
horizontal direction of the face and that the facial components clearly appear in
the image. It is understood that clearly appearing facial components improves
the estimation accuracy of face orientations. A large angle of depression, on the
other hand, causes great changes not only in human-head appearance but also
in face appearance. Handling such great changes with our models has limitation.
This is because we generate a contour model and inner models of human-head
appearances from only one ellipsoid. On the other hand, we see that face images
from the orientation with 180o , back images of human heads, are recognized
stably and accurately independent of the change in angle of depression. This is
due to stableness of the Gabor-Wavelets ﬁlter in face-feature detection.

#000

#020

#035

#069
#091
#135
Fig. 11. Examples of detected human heads.

B. Evaluation in the real situation
Secondly, we evaluated the performance of our method in the real situation
and found the robustness and the eﬃciency of our method.
We set up a camera with 1.8m height and with about 0o angle of depression.
We generated the situation in which under changing lighting conditions one
person walks around in front of the camera with distance between about 2m and
4m for 20 seconds. 200 images were captured during the time. To the captured
images, we applied our method to detect human-head appearances and face
orientations.
Figure 11 shows examples of the captured images with frame numbers. The
ellipses detected as a human-head appearance are superimposed on the frames.
Colors of the ellipses denote face orientations.
We veriﬁed that human-head appearances are detected almost correctly and
accurately in all the images in spite of changes in illumination. To see the performance of our method, we evaluated the accuracy of the detected human-head
appearances. We ﬁrst ﬁtted an ellipse onto the head appearance in each image
by hand to obtain the true ellipse as the reference. We introduced two kinds
of evaluation to the ellipse that was recognized as the human-head appearance:
one is the accuracy of the center and the other is the accuracy of the semiminor
length. We computed the distance (the position error) between the center of the
detected ellipse and that of the true ellipse. We also computed the ratio (the size
error) of the semiminor length of the detected ellipse to that of the true ellipse.
These results are shown in Figs.12 and 13. We remark that the same evaluation was applied to the method (called the simple-evaluation method (cf. [1, 16]))
where the ellipse is evaluated only by (2.5), i.e., the gradient magnitude of intensity at the ellipse perimeter. For the position error and the diﬀerence of the
size error from 1.0, the average and standard deviation over the image sequence
were calculated, which is shown in Table 2.
Figures 12,13 and Table 2 show the eﬀectiveness of our method. Superiority
of our method to the simple-evaluation method indicates that introducing the
smaller- and larger-size ellipses to ellipse evaluation improves the accuracy in
detecting the positions of human-head appearances.
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Fig. 12. Position errors in human-head
detection (a: our method, b: simple evaluation).
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Fig. 13. Size errors in human-head detection (a: our method, b: simple evaluation).

Table 2. Errors in detecting the human head.
error

our method simple evaluation
mean [pixels]
3.250
6.401
position standard deviation [pixels]
1.950
4.386
mean
0.0762
0.0617
size
standard deviation
0.04489
0.04877
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Conclusion

We proposed a two-step method for detecting human heads and estimating face
orientations by a monocular camera under the dynamic environment. In the
both steps, we employ models of the human-head contour and face orientations
to enhance robustness and stableness in detection. We also introduced model
evaluation with only image-features robust against lighting conditions.
The ﬁrst step employs an ellipse as the contour model of human-head appearances to deal with wide variety of appearances. The ellipse was constructed
from one ellipsoid based on a camera position with its angle of depression in the
environment. We then evaluated the ellipse over a given image to detect possible
human-head appearances where we generated two other ellipses inside and outside of the ellipse to improve accuracy in detection of human-head appearances.
The second step, on the other hand, focuses on facial components such as
eyes, the mouth or cheeks to construct inner models for face-orientation estimation. We evaluated not only such components themselves but also their geometric conﬁguration to eliminate false positives in the ﬁrst step and, at the same
time, to estimate face orientations. Here we used the Gabor-Wavelets ﬁlter in
detecting features representing the facial components because its robustness and
stableness against changes in scale, orientation and illumination are veriﬁed.
Consequently, our method can correctly and stably detect human heads and
estimate face orientations even under changes in face orientation and in illumination. Our intensive experiments showed the eﬀectiveness of the proposed
method. Incorporating wider variety of face orientations into our method is left
for future work.
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